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ABSTRACT
Sustainable behaviours are key to communities reaching their sustainability goals,
with the use of public transportation being the focus of this study. To encourage transit
use, public transportation agencies must use strategic communications to promote
changes in behaviour. This is a case study of social media content from TriMet, the
public transportation agency in Portland, Oregon. Content from 2019 posted to Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram was collected with a total of 741 posts (N=741). This content was
coded to four major categories including broad purpose, content type, transportation type,
and themes. Quantitative analysis was performed to note cooccurrences between coded
items and correlations between coded items and engagement numbers. Following this,
qualitative analysis was conducted to look closely at outliers, major themes, and notable
trends. Points of interest are discussed including the uses of different platforms, the
importance of visual branding, community engagement, information sharing, transit’s
place in transportation networks, and the role of history in brand building.
Recommendations are made for transit agencies based on the literature and analysis. This
paper concludes with a research summary, limitations, future research directions, and an
encouragement for communications scholars to tackle societal challenges through
interdisciplinary research.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL INFORMATION
Introduction
Sustainability is a pressing global issue that has captured headlines and spurred
political movements in the 21st century. As sustainability has grown in importance,
researchers from various fields have begun applying their knowledge to the topic, often in
broad terms. With a base of literature built, recent research is delving into the
intersections between sustainability and other topics. As an issue that permeates every
part of modern lifestyles, sustainability must be studied holistically and cannot be viewed
in a vacuum. This necessitates interdisciplinary research that does not shy away from
blending concepts to uncover important information that can be used to further
sustainability goals.
In this study, the research intersection entails sustainable lifestyles, public
transportation, advertising, public relations, and social media. A case study is conducted
that looks at how one transportation agency, TriMet, uses social media to engage its
customers, share information, and build a brand. Quantitative and qualitative analysis are
employed to note correlations and cooccurrences, without overlooking the details of
trends, themes, and outliers. In pursuing this research, this study aims to provoke further
research in this niche with the goal of assisting communities around the world in
achieving their sustainability initiatives through lifestyle switches to more sustainable
behaviours.
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General Information
This paper is written in Australian English and uses spelling, grammar,
punctuation, and dates in that style. All tables are located in the appendix, where readers
will find the codebook, frequencies, and other tables related to the methodology and
results. The discussion section uses screenshots of social media posts as examples and
these are embedded in the text.
As a case study, this research pulls recommendations that can be used by
organizations similar to TriMet and the discussion is written with that aim. While posits
are made about connections and potential inferences, this research does not claim to
generalize findings to the industry as a whole and recognizes that each organization faces
a unique set of circumstances that will influence its actions. All recommendations made
are based on the literature review and analysis of TriMet’s social media and should be
taken with those limitations in mind.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
Because of the intersectional approach of this project, the literature review
touches on several topics. First is sustainability, specifically sustainable behaviours. A
brief look is taken at existing literature regarding green communication and an
explanation is given for the choice of public transportation for study. The next section
presents an overview of social media networks in preparation for the third section, which
reviews the limited literature on how transportation agencies use social media. The final
section provides a concise explanation of why TriMet was chosen as the research subject.

Sustainability, Communication, and Transportation
Some research has examined the role of social media in the communications
strategies of public transportation agencies. The amount of research is a concern, with a
general lack of communications research regarding transit. This section begins with a
brief review of sustainability and communication, as this paper is written with the view
that increasing use of efficient mass transit systems is integral to creating more
sustainable communities. Next, this section summarizes relevant research around
transportation communications and the importance of promotion for public goods.
Sustainable Behaviours: Communication to Change Lifestyles
The dialogue around sustainability has transformed in the 21st century. At the
beginning of the era, terms like climate change and global warming were entering the
mainstream, with contentious debates over the amount of science to back up the concept.
3

But in the years following, scientific consensus grew and a sense of urgency entered the
conversation. By the late ‘10s, the issue had taken centre stage in Western politics and
fiery figures like Greta Thunberg, a 17-year-old environmental activist from Sweden,
rebranded the issue as a climate crisis or climate emergency. With dogma and vigour,
activists have taken sustainability to the streets with disruptive, yet attention-grabbing
climate strikes in global hubs like New York, London, and Sydney (Chrysanthos, 2019;
Sengupta, 2019; Taylor, 2019).
Are these tactics effective? In many cases, the effectiveness of climate strikes
remains to be seen, though if past evidence is any indicator, there is a significant
likelihood that nonviolent campaigns like these will succeed (Stephan & Chenoweth,
2008). Another option is available though. Strategic communication, typically taking the
forms of public relations and advertising, can be employed to promote sustainability
(Karakiewicz, 2015). The type of sustainability presented is trickier though.
A trend in advertising is the practice of greenwashing or “the act of misleading
consumers regarding the environmental practices of a company or the environmental
benefits of a product or service” (TerraChoice, 2009, p.1). The growth of greenwashing is
not expected to lessen considering rising consumer demand for brands that take climatepositive stances (Wunderman Thompson Intelligence, 2020). But Karakiewicz (2015)
argues that the definition of greenwashing may as well include current green advertising:
Production, advertising, and consumption of green products does not promote
sustainability, since it is operating within [sic] the same ideology in mind: to sell
as much as possible without much regards for the limits of natural resources. Toby
4

Smith refers to it as “the myth of green marketing” and argues that green
marketing often reinforces, rather than challenges the ethics of productivism.
(Karakiewicz, 2015, p. 22)
Because green advertising, in its current state, exists to sell products, it continues
to push a culture of consumption, rather than a culture of sustainable use (Karakiewicz,
2015). Instead of spruiking electric cars and energy-efficient suburban fringe homes,
sustainable communication should encourage sustainable behaviours and lifestyles, such
as lowering consumption and opting for increased efficiency through walkable
neighbourhoods and increased use of mass transit. It is on increasing these sustainable
behaviours that the premise of this paper lies.
Transportation and Communication: Promoting a Public Good
Communications research regarding mass transit is limited in scope, a problem
that is recognized by planning scholars (Curtis, 2008; Edghill, Kroen, & Scheurer, 2009;
Tiwari, 2017). However, some information from the larger body of research for
communications and general transportation is applicable. Synthesising these ideas paints
a picture of how public transportation can be promoted and why it should be.
America has long had a love affair with the car, normalising the idea to the point
that teenagers are expected to get their driver’s license and a car years before they have
left high school. It is no surprise, then, that since the rise of the personal car, public
transportation has been overlooked as a means of moving people through cities and
regions. Even considering the lack of attention paid to transit, almost 11% of Americans
use public transportation daily or weekly (Pew Research Center, 2015). That number,
5

though, varies significantly by region, where residents dwell, race and ethnicity, income,
and more. For example, the Northeast, where major cities like New York and Boston saw
development prior to the automobile, sees a quarter of adults using mass transit on a daily
or weekly basis, with most of those users being urban residents, in contrast to low use by
suburban and rural residents.
This cultural focus on auto travel, though long a threat to mass transit, also
presents an opportunity to use promotion for the good of public transportation. The idea
has merit when its roots are grounded in changing attitudes, not in selling a product. An
emphasis on shifting attitudes to change behaviour is key considering the role that
attitude has on use of mass transit. Kamruzzaman, Baker, and Turrell (2015) found that
travel attitudes play such an important role in decision-making that their effect is equal to
that of the existence of mass transit infrastructure. Perhaps it is not surprising that in a
city like Dallas, where private auto travel is prioritized, even a wide-reaching rail and bus
system will do little to attract riders (DART, 2020). Conversely, the smaller city of
Portland, Oregon, which has long promoted alternative modes of transportation, saw
more than 50% more trips by transit than Dallas in 2018 (TriMet, 2019).
There is also some evidence that promoting transit systems can be more effective
than policies that seek to minimize auto use. Multiple studies have shown that hard
policies like auto bans and congestion pricing, while en vogue and effective, are not
significantly more effective at reducing car use than promotion of public transportation
(Brög, Erl, Ker, Ryle, & Wall, 2009; Cairns et al., 2008; Scheepers et al., 2014). But
promoting transit systems can be tricky, as mass transit is a public, rather than private,
6

service. Since the product is, at least in part, funded by taxes, outcry is common against
new spending, especially on promotion rather than construction or maintenance. Yet if
public transit is to succeed, it must be able to show customers how it can meet their needs
and satisfy their wants. Sandage (1972) sums it best:
Public or social goods and services need the institution of advertising to
communicate the want-satisfying qualities of such goods and services to various
segments of the population. Consumers are regularly asked to buy through taxes,
assessments or bond issues such things or services as school buildings, hospitals,
highways, parks, fire protection, sewer systems, all kinds of local and national
defense material, exploration of outer space and beautification of highways
(Sandage, 1972, p. 8).
Green communication, entailing both advertising and public relations, is a
necessary piece in the mass transit puzzle. Without it, projects are sunk before they begin,
thanks to community resistance. Backlash is rooted in natural fears over worries about
increased traffic, changes in neighbourhood character, and impacts on current amenities
(Rice, 2009). Often, this opposition is known as NIMBY, or Not In My Backyard (Curtis,
Renne, & Bertolini, 2009). But NIMBY-ism can be addressed through proper
communication and collaboration. The framework for addressing these concerns is
dialogic engagement, a two-way dialogue between organizations and communities to
develop plans that satisfy both groups’ needs and desires (Taylor & Kent, 2014). Key to
this process is creating channels where organizations and citizens can interact with one
another formally and informally. Through this, organizational listening can be achieved,
7

allowing public input to become a part of the decision-making process and offering
brands a platform for conveying how they are satisfying the needs and desires expressed
by the public. Social media offer a bevy of options for engagement and are discussed
next.

Social Media
Social media is recognized as one of the most powerful communication tools and
an essential part of modern life (Delerue, Kaplan, & Haenlein, 2012). It is perhaps the
most significant differentiator between traditional and new media and is part of Web 2.0,
the second paradigm of the World Wide Web that allows two-way sharing between users,
opening new opportunities for collaboration and communication (Beal & Webopedia,
n.d.). Though the field is diverse, social media commonly involve the sharing of content
such as photos, videos, blogs, polls, and text posts (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). Though
identifying accounts or profiles for each user are common, they are not a necessity, as
exemplified by services like YikYak and Whisper that keep users anonymous.
Many forms of social media exist, but for the purposes of this paper, three will be
focused on: Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. These three platforms were used for data
collection in this project and have distinguishing features. To clarify and highlight their
attributes, strengths, and weaknesses, a breakdown of each platform is provided in the
next section. This section then offers an emphasis on the role that social media can play
in a broader communications strategy, using the limited existing literature to argue for
increased activity in this area using case studies and research from both communications
and transit planning to expand the focus on communications in planning curricula.
8

Facebook
Facebook is the world’s most popular social network, with about 2.4 billion
monthly active users (Statista, 2019) and a demographic base that is fairly evenly split
across all age groups, though growing quickly among seniors (Sehl, 2019). The platform
is also long-running with its founding dating back to 2004 (Hall, 2019). As it has grown,
Facebook has transitioned from a social site for friends to a major hub of information
sharing, customer service, and even e-commerce. Though opportunities for brands
existed even in Facebook’s nascency, it was not seen as a key platform for marketing and
advertising until about 2006, when it opened membership to all individuals over the age
of 13 and Procter & Gamble engaged more than 14,000 people in a campaign for a teethwhitening product. Today, Facebook is recognized as the most important social media
site for businesses to use, not only for advertising but also for providing information,
engaging customers, and building a brand (Lua, 2019).
For a brand, Facebook provides an opportunity to establish a digital footprint, in
some ways mimicking the role of a dedicated website. Some functions include providing
business information, contact information (including links to other social networks), job
postings, major news updates, major milestones, and events. Beyond that, Facebook
functions as a powerful platform for communicating with customers. Along with the
aforementioned functions, organizations can use Facebook to share photos, videos, web
links, polls, content from other Facebook pages, and at the most basic level, text-only
posts. While not covered in this study, Facebook also provides the complementary
Facebook Messenger service, which is frequently used by brands as a customer service
9

portal to answer questions, address complaints, send newsletters, and even advertise. This
sort of “one stop” service sets Facebook apart from simpler platforms such as Twitter and
Instagram and makes Facebook an ideal platform for imparting information to customers.
Instagram
Once an independent service, Instagram was purchased by Facebook in 2012, two
years after its 2010 launch (Instagram, 2020). Since then, Instagram has grown to host
more than one billion monthly active users and caters to a younger demographic,
primarily 18- to 34-year-olds (Worthy, 2018). The platform is mobile based, though it
does have limited web functionality for computers.
Instagram differentiates itself from other social media platforms by narrowly
focusing on visual content. That focus first took the form of photos with a set of simple
filters for editing. As Instagram has evolved, so has its feature set. The app now support
photos; videos; live streaming; Boomerangs, quick snippets of video that play forward
and backward on repeat; and Stories, a customizable option for photos, short videos,
Boomerangs, live streams, and more, with all content being archived after 24 hours.
Though its older sibling, Facebook, may play the part of a social hub for brands,
Instagram has carved out a unique and vital niche for brands. Its most lasting legacy is
the “Instagram aesthetic,” a term used to describe the distinct visual look that a brand is
expected to have on the platform (Newberry, 2019). Brands can and should use Instagram
to create a profile packed with visually cohesive photos accompanied by compelling
captions. While location tags and hashtags can increase the reach of a post, Instagram
does have some quirks that differentiate its use from other platforms. Perhaps most
10

important for brands is that Instagram does not allow linking within photo captions. One
link is allowed in a brand’s “Bio” and brands can use captions to direct followers to the
#LinkInBio, which can be customized according to the post. This situation has spawned
services that, when a user clicks the link in the bio, duplicate the brand’s feed and allow
photos to be paired with links. These workarounds are not ideal but are a reminder that
Instagram envisions its purpose as a platform whose primary goal is not to provide
information and links. Instead, the platform encourages engagement and brand building.
Twitter
Twitter is a unique platform. Though its user base of 335 million is significantly
smaller than networks like YouTube and Instagram, Twitter remains a core social
element for many brands (Lua, 2019). The platform is considered microblogging,
allowing users to share updates in 280 characters, with the ability to link multiple tweets
together in a thread. Twitter also places a heavy emphasis on real-time information,
making it the social network of choice for live events. If information needs to be pushed
quickly, Twitter is often the first option thanks to its focus on highlighting immediate and
important events, although tweets are by default selected by algorithm, rather than being
displayed in true chronological order. This can be switched by users.
Twitter’s user base skews young, attracting both teens and young adults between
18 and 29 years old (Tien, 2018). The platform’s young user base has helped Twitter
become a breeding ground for online pop culture events that involve brands, such as the
chicken sandwich wars between Popeyes, Chick-fil-A, and Wendy’s (Griner, 2019).
Brands can be casual on Twitter in a way that rarely translates to other platforms. They
11

can also interact with one another and with customers, allowing for virtual spats that
draw customer engagement and news coverage.
The immediacy and ability to connect with customers also lends itself to Twitter’s
status as a customer service platform for brands, with more than 80 percent of customer
service requests on social media coming through Twitter (Lua, 2019). In response, some
brands have developed “Help” or “Customer Service” accounts that are separate from
their primary account. Other brands take an integrated approach and handle customer
service requests through their primary account. Using either approach, brands have an
easy means to engage with customers via Twitter while providing up-to-date information.

Social Media Use by Transportation Agencies
For such a powerful tool in the transit agency’s tool chest, social media is
understudied in the fields of mass transit and planning. Some research has been done,
though it is often generalized to broad transportation agencies rather than focusing on
public transit agencies. Regardless, the literature is helpful in showing thoughts around
social media within transportation circles and provides a base for the methodology of this
study.
The most relevant work is Best Practices for Transportation Agency Use of Social
Media, a book that takes input from academics and industry sources on how social media
can be used by transportation agencies (Bregman & Watkins, 2013). It is a collection of
case studies offering guidance and insight. It is limited though, by its focus on broad
transport agencies, rather than just mass transit, and its age. Both Facebook and Twitter
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had limited functions during the writing of the book and Instagram was new enough to
not be covered. New survey data helps fill in some of these gaps.
Each year, the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) conducts a survey of social media use by transportation
departments (DOTs) at the state level. The most recent data reveals that, while nearly all
DOTs use social media, close to half of all state DOTs have at least one staff member
dedicated solely to social media communication (AASHTO, 2018). Of importance is the
role that social media staff take. The traditional role is to have social media staff formally
monitor social media networks, respond to customers, and push out timely information.
As social media have evolved, so have the roles of employees. Common now are content
managers, or digital- and social-focused employees at state DOTs who provide
information and content like photos, videos, and polls on social media, while also
creating blog posts and other digital content that is funnelled through social channels.
This fluid role reflects a shift in how organizations, particularly traditional governmental
groups, use social media and digital tools. Providing information is a single ingredient in
the social recipe. A host of other strategies are now being employed, including
engagement, entertainment, and brand building.
Of most popular use for DOTs are Twitter, Facebook, and video platforms like
YouTube and Vimeo, though Instagram is also popular and has seen great increases in
use from year to year (AASHTO, 2018). As the social platforms have shaken out to form
a messy hierarchy, transportation agencies are seeing the potential for different platform
focuses. Mentioned in the survey results are DOTs using Twitter to disseminate
13

important information while Facebook is best used for engagement. But participants also
mentioned that algorithmic curation and de-prioritization of organic content is affecting
engagement and reach. As such, more than half of transportation agencies regularly use
paid social tools to boost their posts. This social advertising is dominant on Facebook,
followed by Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, and LinkedIn. It is also meeting the needs of
DOTs, with 82 percent saying that social advertising met their expectations, while
another 17 percent felt that it exceeded their expectations.
Blurred organic and paid social media content is why it is foolhardy to approach a
social media case study through the sole lens of advertising or public relations. The
broader term of strategic communication is more fitting, as it can encompass various
aspects, including those like payment that have traditionally been used to differentiate
between advertising and public relations.
Engaging Customers
Diving into social media strategies is key to understanding how public transit
agencies can use social media and why they might select certain strategies on certain
platforms. The first, and potentially most important, strategy is that of engaging citizens
to collect feedback. In Los Angeles, Metro began experimenting with social media
feedback as early as 2007 with the Westside Subway Extension (Litvak & EvansCowley, 2013). Though also employing traditional strategies such as community
meetings and press releases, Metro used Facebook to post project updates and news and
set up a dedicated Twitter account for the project, allowing Metro to live-tweet
community meetings so online members could follow along. Not long after, Austin,
14

Texas, took inspiration from Metro’s use of social media and applied it with success in
2009. The agency in Austin began monitoring conversations on Twitter and using the
platform to dialogue with customers and gain feedback about services. Rather than
inviting customers to an account, the team in Austin employed social listening and
dialogued with customers who tweeted about transportation in Austin, learning more
details and gathering input from the public.
Information and Updates
Transportation agencies can also use social media to provide the public with
information and updates. In some cases, the information being shared could be a news
article, potentially written by an outside source rather than the agency itself. It could also
be a blog post detailing upcoming network changes or reiterating the rules of the system.
But the best way social media can be utilized for information is to take advantage of the
capabilities offered by various platforms. Twitter is well-suited to this task, featuring the
ability to immediately share bite-size bits of information along with photos, videos, and
even live streams of an event taking place.
An issue with disseminating information is presented in how universal the
information is and who it is delivered to. Washington State DOT encountered this issue
while its social media presence was still nascent (Bregman, 2013). Using Twitter, the
agency began sending out automated news releases and traffic alerts through a single
account without interacting with customers. But during a snowstorm, the communications
team decided to try interacting with users and began collecting feedback on how they
should use Twitter. The primary comment was that too many automated tweets were
15

coming from the brand account. In response, the agency divided Twitter into a service
alerts account and a general brand account, which disseminates news and brand updates
but does not send out automated service alerts. The result was an exponential increase in
followers across both accounts.
Building a Brand
Another major use of social media is building a brand. Dedicated accounts make
it possible for transportation agencies to develop a distinct voice and communicate with
customers in a casual way (Bregman & Watkins, 2013). These brand building posts are
akin to marketing and often focus on highlighting brand accomplishments, sharing fun
facts, and posting visual content that helps develop a brand aesthetic. Marketing and
brand building are used to foster goodwill and to bring the agency to familiarity among
customers. In this way, the agency maintains its follower base and prepares for crises,
system changes, service disruptions, and more by shoring up the brand image in advance,
which can allow the agency to better weather storms of negativity. Additionally, a
respected agency that is seen as part of the city’s social fabric is more likely to be
favoured when seeking funds for expansions and improvements.

TriMet
Choosing a transportation agency for a case study requires consideration. The
goal of the case study must be at the forefront. Is the intent to draw recommendations for
applicability to other agencies? Is the study being conducted to search for key themes? Is
the intent to show what not to do in certain situations? All these goals call for a different
16

set of considerations. In this study, the goal was to examine a large U.S. transit agency
known for best practices that could be used as a model for other public transportation
agencies in the U.S., as well as similarly developed nations such as Canada, Australia,
and New Zealand.
TriMet checked several criteria for this case study. First, TriMet represents a large
U.S. transit agency, but not to the size of New York’s MTA or Chicago’s CTA, which are
too large to be adapted to many large and mid-size cities. Second, TriMet has a long, rich,
and unique history that is tied closely to the development of Portland. The agency
evolved along with Metro, the planning commission for the Greater Portland Area
(Metro, 2020). Metro represents a distinct and different approach to urban planning than
is taken in most U.S. cities, with the commission ensuring that projects are undertaken
with a regional view in mind, rather than on an ad hoc basis where developments are
generally viewed as separate from greater urban needs and desires. Third, TriMet actively
uses social media, especially Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, providing ample content
for analysis. Fourth, during the chosen snapshot of time, 2019, TriMet dealt with several
major events including a switch from tickets to tap-and-pay cards, major construction
projects, new buses, a push for fare collection, and the agency’s 50th anniversary. This
array of events allowed a range of social media situations, both positive and negative, to
be analysed.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODS
This project takes a mixed-methods approach to content analysis. Quantitative
tools were used for frequencies and correlations, allowing a broad view of strategies,
themes, and engagement on TriMet’s social media. Along with quantitative analysis,
qualitative methods were employed to take a closer look at how strategies are being
employed, why themes were recurring, and what insights could be drawn from TriMet’s
use of social media.

Research Questions
RQ1a: What broad purposes are used in social media messages from TriMet?
RQ1b: Do broad purposes vary by platform?
RQ1c: Do broad purposes correlate with engagement?
RQ2a: What major themes exist in social media messages from TriMet?
RQ2b: Do major themes vary by platform?
RQ2c: Do major themes correlate with social media engagement?
RQ3: Can recommendations for social media use by other transit agencies be drawn from
TriMet?

Data Collection
The frame of reference for study was the year of 2019. Social media data was
collected from three platforms, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, which represent the
three largest social media networks, as well as the three platforms that TriMet uses most
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actively. Social media posts were collected manually from Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram via screen capture (N=741).
For each post, social media engagement numbers were collected. These included
the numbers of likes and reactions, comments and replies, and shares and retweets. It
should be noted that Instagram does not have a comparable share function to Facebook
and Twitter and thus, share data was not collected for Instagram.

Coding
Coding was completed in two parts. An initial coding was used conducted
organically to familiarize the researcher with the data and gain an idea of the types of
themes, content, and transit present in the data. By naturally coding for these data points
as they occurred, the codebook (Table 3.1, see appendix) was developed to fit the subject
of the research. This method is a better fit for a case study where using a predefined set of
terms would fail to encapsulate the content of the subject being analysed.
Once initial coding was complete, final lists were defined for each category. For
example, similar themes were consolidated into one theme and very minor themes, or
those used less than five times over all platforms, were bundled into larger themes or
removed from the codebook. Using the final codebook, a second coding was done to
create the dataset used for statistical analysis.
The codebook included four categories of broad purpose, content type,
transportation type, and themes. The first of these, broad purpose employed seven
mutually exclusive sub-categories of timely update, public information, citizen
engagement, marketing, research, customer service, and entertainment, according to
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Bregman and Watkins (2013). Table 3.2 (see appendix) provides definitions for each of
the broad purposes.
All other categories were not mutually exclusive to capture different facets.
Content types included codes like links to blog posts, Facebook events, photos, polls,
surveys, and more. Transportation types included codes like buses, MAX light rail,
streetcars, and more. Themes was the most extensive category and included a variety of
codes like aesthetic, humour, feedback, question, construction, service disruptions,
weather, and more. This large category was used to capture tone and topic in social media
posts. Table 3.1 (see appendix) includes all codes and categories.

Quantitative Analysis
SPSS statistical software was used for quantitative analysis. Each platform was
analysed separately to allow for comparison of platforms. Since most data were nominal,
frequencies were run to see what purposes, content types, transportation types, and
themes and characteristics were employed most frequently.
Crosstabs were used to note cooccurrences between the various coded items. To
gain a better understanding of the effectiveness of various approaches, point-biserial
correlations were run between engagement numbers and the various categories and subcategories. Before running these correlations, outliers were filtered from the dataset.

Qualitative Analysis
Qualitative analysis was also conducted to gain a richer understanding of
TriMet’s social media use. Notes were taken throughout coding to assist in qualitative
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analysis, with potential trends or items of importance marked. After running frequencies
and correlations, it became easier to see what themes were important, what purposes were
most effective, and how different platforms were utilized. Most important, the filtering of
outliers for correlation testing revealed which cases warranted further investigation and
how they became outliers. These cases were re-examined in context and detail, providing
a wealth of information for discussion.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
Facebook
Broad Purpose
Facebook was most commonly used for marketing purposes, often for sharing
photos, videos, and blog posts. Additionally, Facebook saw ample use as a platform for
providing public information. Entertainment was the third most frequent purpose.
Facebook was not heavily used for the purposes of citizen engagement and research,
which runs counter to what was anticipated based on the literature. Table 4.1 (see
appendix) contains all frequencies.
A strong positive correlation was found between marketing and likes (rpb =
.197, n = 217, p = .004), with a weaker correlation between marketing and shares (rpb =
.139, n = 215, p = .042).
Content Type
Photos were the most frequently shared form of content on Facebook. In line with
that, videos were also frequently shared. But outside of visual content, TriMet often used
Facebook to link to its own content, either via its website or blog. Outside websites were
also linked to with some frequency, though not to the same extent as internal sites. Table
4.2 (see appendix) contains all frequencies.
Sharing photos had a modest positive correlation with likes and reactions (rpb =
.139, n = 217, p = .041). Transit maps also had a significant positive correlation with
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likes and reactions (rpb = .159, n = 217, p = .019). A strong negative correlation with likes
and reactions was seen with posts that linked to TriMet’s website (rpb = -.193, n =
217, p = .004).
A significant positive correlation was found between blog posts and comments
(rpb = .138, n = 214, p = .044). A significant negative correlation was found between
Facebook events and comments (rpb = -.152, n = 214, p = .026). A significant positive
correlation was found between surveys/online open houses and comments (rpb = .193, n =
214, p = .005). A significant negative correlation was found between videos and
comments (rpb = -.174, n = 214, p = .011).
A significant negative correlation was found between Facebook events and shares
(rpb = .-198, n = 215, p = .004).
Transportation Type
Buses were most frequently mentioned on Facebook, followed by MAX light rail.
Table 4.3 (see appendix) contains all frequencies. No one mode of transportation
correlated with engagement across all three measurements. MAX light rail had a strong
positive correlation with likes and reactions (rpb = .184, n = 217, p = .007). E-scooters, a
form of transportation not operated by TriMet, had a strong positive correlation with
comments (rpb = .190, n = 214, p = .005). Finally, a significant positive correlation was
found between buses and shares (rpb = .230, n = 215, p = .001).
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Themes
The aesthetic theme was dominant on Facebook, followed by history. Though
aesthetic was not always used with history, history was almost always used in
conjunction with aesthetic, with only three exceptions. The third largest theme was
general information, followed by question and Throwback Thursday. Table 4.4 (see
appendix) contains all frequencies.
Looking at crosstabs of broad purpose and themes, aesthetic and history were
most often used for marketing and entertainment. General information was used for
public information or timely updates. Questions were used most for marketing and
entertainment, with citizen engagement coming in third, indicating that casual, rhetorical,
or questions not seeking serious feedback were more prevalent. Throwback Thursday was
used exclusively for marketing and entertainment. Weather, though not a dominant
theme, was more often used for public information and timely updates than marketing.
Question was most often used in conjunction with aesthetic, followed by history and
feedback.
A very strong positive correlation was found between posts mentioning TriMet’s
50th anniversary and likes and reactions (rpb = .279, n = 217, p = .000). Another very
strong positive correlation was found between aesthetic and likes and reactions (rpb =
.232, n = 217, p = .001). Other significant positive correlations were present between carfree and likes and reactions (rpb = .169, n = 217, p = .013, news and likes and reactions
(rpb = .233, n = 217, p = .001), and renovations and likes and reactions (rpb = .199, n =
217, p = .003). Significant negative correlations were found between fares and likes and
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reactions (rpb = -.171, n = 217, p = .012), feedback and likes and reactions (rpb = .154, n = 217, p = .023), and general information and likes and reactions (rpb = -.173, n =
217, p = .011).
Many correlations were also present with comments. Very strong positive
correlations were found between renovations and comments (rpb = .245, n = 214, p =
.000) and rules and comments (rpb = .246, n = 214, p = .000). Other significant positive
correlations were found between feedback and comments (rpb = .149, n = 214, p = .030),
news and comments (rpb = .215, n = 214, p = .002), and questions and comments (rpb =
.166, n = 214, p = .015). A negative correlation was found between events and comments
(rpb = -.152, n = 214, p = .026).
A strong positive correlation was found between TriMet’s 50th anniversary and
shares (rpb = .236, n = 215, p = .000). Other significant positive correlations were present
between new buses and shares (rpb = .185, n = 215, p = .007), news and shares (rpb =
.161, n = 215, p = .018), and sustainability and shares (rpb = .140, n = 215, p = .040).

Instagram
Broad Purpose
Far and away, marketing was the purpose of Instagram posts. A small number of
posts sought to engage citizens through feedback or questions, and a few also employed
entertainment strategies. But overall, Instagram was used almost exclusively for building
a visual brand through high-quality, artistic photography. Table 4.5 (see appendix)
contains all frequencies.
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A significant positive correlation was found between citizen engagement and
comments (rpb = .224, n = 169, p = .003). A significant negative correlation was found
between marketing and comments (rpb = -.255, n = 169, p = .001). However, this negative
correlation with marketing should be taken with scepticism, with the overwhelming
number of posts coded as marketing skewing the results.
Content Type
As Instagram is a visual platform, only photos and videos can be shared through
posts, though they may direct users to a link in the user’s profile. In the case of TriMet,
Instagram posts were all photos, rather surprising considering that video can be an
excellent tool in building a visual brand. Table 4.6 (see appendix) contains all
frequencies.
Transportation Type
Buses were most frequently featured on Instagram, followed by MAX light rail.
Bikes came in third even though TriMet does not operate a bike share system. Table 4.7
(see appendix) contains all frequencies. A significant positive correlation was found
between bicycles and comments (rpb = .173, n = 169, p = .024).
Themes
Because of the way TriMet uses Instagram, every post was able to be coded for
aesthetic. But other major themes included weather and humour. Questions were also
employed, sometimes seeking serious feedback and sometimes being used for humorous
purposes. History was not often featured on Instagram nor was Throwback Thursday, two
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themes that would have been a seemingly good fit for Instagram. Table 4.8 (see
appendix) contains all frequencies.
A strong positive correlation was found between anniversary and likes (rpb =
.298, n = 170, p = .000). Other significant positive correlations with likes were found
with events (rpb = .163, n = 170, p = .033) and weather (rpb = .161, n = 170, p = .036). A
strong positive correlation was found between questions and comments (rpb = .232, n =
169, p = .002), along with a modest positive correlation between events and comments
(rpb = .154, n = 169, p = .046).

Twitter
Broad Purpose
Twitter was most commonly used for marketing, but this was closely followed by
public information, with timely updates taking a distant third. Pairing both timely updates
and public info into a broader information category shows that Twitter is most often used
for keeping the public aware. This is also considering that TriMet has two separate
accounts, Trimet Help and TriMet Service Alerts, that are specifically designed for
customer service and timely updates about service disruptions. Table 4.9 (see appendix)
contains all frequencies.
A strong positive correlation was found between citizen engagement and replies
(rpb = .242, n = 300, p = .000). However, strong negative correlations were found with
timely updates between both likes (rpb = -.195, n = 305, p = .001) and replies (rpb = .159, n = 300, p = .006).
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Content Type
Twitter was most often used to share photos. More interesting, though, is the use
of retweets, which were the second most frequent type of content. Often coinciding with
retweets were links to outside websites and occasionally TriMet’s website. Additionally,
more than any other platform, Twitter linked to surveys and online open houses. Table
4.10 (see appendix) contains all frequencies.
Strong positive correlations were discovered between photos and likes (rpb =
.193, n = 305, p = .001) and videos and likes (rpb = .157, n = 305, p = .006). But strong
negative correlations were found between outside website links and likes (rpb = -.183, n =
305, p = .001), TriMet website links and likes (rpb = -.161, n = 305, p = .005), and TriMet
blog posts and likes (rpb = -.116, n = 305, p = .043).
A strong positive correlation was found between videos and retweets (rpb =
.183, n = 300, p = .001). A strong negative correlation was found between text-only posts
and retweets (rpb = -.185, n = 300, p = .001).
Transportation Type
Buses were the most frequently mentioned type of transportation, followed by
MAX light rail. Bicycles were mentioned third most frequently. Table 4.11 (see
appendix) contains all frequencies. A significant positive correlation was found with
buses between both replies (rpb = .129, n = 300, p = .026) and retweets (rpb = .140, n =
300, p = .015).
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Themes
While aesthetic was the dominant strategy on Twitter, it was by a narrower
margin than Facebook or Instagram. History came in second, followed by news,
questions, humour, and service disruptions. Out of the three platforms, Twitter had the
most spread across themes. Table 4.12 (see appendix) contains all frequencies.
Crosstabs of the data show that aesthetic, while primarily used for the broad
purpose of marketing, also saw significant use for citizen engagement. History followed a
similar pattern. Questions were extensively used for citizen engagement while humour
was mainly employed for marketing and entertainment, though occasionally used in
disseminating public information. Both news and service disruptions were used almost
exclusively for public information and timely updates.
Two strong positive correlations were found between aesthetic and likes (rpb =
.240, n = 305, p = .000) and rules and likes (rpb = .190, n = 305, p = .001). Several other
significant positive correlations with likes were present including history (rpb = .116, n =
305, p = .042), humour (rpb = .154, n = 305, p = .007), news (rpb = .146, n = 305, p =
.011), renovations (rpb = .142, n = 305, p = .013), and Throwback Thursday (rpb =
.127, n = 305, p = .026). A strong negative correlation was found between service
disruptions and likes (rpb = -.218, n = 305, p = .000), as well as a significant negative
correlation between events and likes (rpb = -.147, n = 305, p = .010).
Multiple strong positive correlations were present with replies, including between
news (rpb = .206, n = 300, p = .000), questions (rpb = .264, n = 300, p = .000), and
Throwback Thursday (rpb = .203, n = 300, p = .000). Other significant positive
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correlations with replies were found with aesthetic (rpb = .242, n = 300, p = .009), events
(rpb = -.142, n = 300, p = .014), history (rpb = .127, n = 300, p = .028), renovations (rpb =
.154, n = 300, p = .008), and sustainability (rpb = .126, n = 300, p = .029). A significant
negative correlation was found between service disruptions and replies (rpb = -.161, n =
300, p = .005).
Only one correlation with retweets was found, a modest positive correlation with
renovations (rpb = .118, n = 300, p = .041).
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
Distinct Platforms, Distinct Purposes
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram are distinct platforms, each with different
characteristics that are more or less conducive to various types of content. TriMet shows
an understanding of these variations, using different social media platforms for different
purposes. Facebook and Twitter both saw the greatest use for disseminating public
information. This reflects both the literature, which puts forth these platforms as ideal for
keeping customers posted on developments and news (Bregman & Watkins, 2013), and
the nature of the platforms, which allow a wide variety of content to be easily shared,
including events and links to websites.
Twitter was also used for sharing timely updates, such as photos and information
from construction sites or service disruptions. TriMet has a separate Twitter account
dedicated to service alerts but does not entirely exclude these types of alerts from its
general account. Sometimes these alerts were shared in the form of retweets of the
TriMet Alerts account. In other instances, these timely updates were shared directly on
TriMet’s primary account, but in a less cookie-cutter form than was found in tweets from
TriMet Alerts. For example, Figure 5.1 shows a construction update from TriMet that is
written in a casual voice and uses candid photos to keep users posted on the progress of
the construction. This style takes advantage of the casual nature of social media but also
the immediacy expected from Twitter, where users expect quick news updates shared in
real-time.
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Figure 5.1. Twitter 8-8-2019.

In contrast to this information sharing is the way that TriMet used Instagram. The
most visual platform both requires and encourages a different approach, not the least of
which is due to Instagram’s limited ability for sharing links. Keeping this in mind, TriMet
used Instagram almost purely for marketing and entertainment. In doing so, TriMet was
able to take advantage of Instagram’s “aesthetic,” a socially generated term describing
the way that Instagram accounts are often packed with high-quality, curated content that
features a consistent style, both in the visual content and in the accompanying captions.
This is described more in detail in the next section.

Building a Visual Brand
While the literature on how transit agencies use social media lacks coverage of
Instagram, TriMet has taken an approach that seems to have struck success. The
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organization exhibits an understanding of the unique opportunities and challenges that
Instagram poses. With such a visually dominant platform, Instagram allows brands to
develop a visual aesthetic that gives the brand an identity.
TriMet takes full advantage of this visual strength, using Instagram to post photos
shot with style and artistic flair. These photos were paired with short captions that were
often witty or humorous, or posed a question to customers. A significant number focused
on the weather, but perhaps more important is to consider the broader aesthetic presented,
and the cultural context of Portland. As a city, Portland has long been a haven for the
creative class, from its collection of local boutiques, shops, and artisans to its larger
corporate citizens, like the renowned advertising agency, Wieden + Kennedy, which
specializes in creative work.

Figure 5.2. Instagram 13-2-2019.
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Figure 5.3. Instagram 9-5-2019.

The city is fond of its long-standing slogan, “Keep Portland Weird,” and features
an entire section of its tourism website dedicated to Portland’s “Weird” activities, events,
and attractions (Travel Portland, n.d.). TriMet embraces this creative spirit on Instagram
and shows the city’s quirky sides, its natural and man-made beauty, and its embrace of
activities, looks, and lifestyles that may be considered “alternate” when compared to
mainstream U.S. culture. Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 present examples of this eccentric
visual brand in action.
Through these images, TriMet plays a part in crafting a visual brand for itself and
Portland. It is a curious connection to the city’s overall branding and speaks to the part
that transit systems can play in a city’s marketing and tourism strategies. Though research
on this intersection is missing, it is worth studying considering that tourists and visitors
are some of the most likely candidates for using public transportation, as they often won’t
have a form of private transportation for navigating the city.
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Figure 5.4. Instagram 13-7-2019.

In its use of visual branding through Instagram, TriMet contrasts itself with the
information and engagement strategies employed on Facebook and Twitter. It also
contrasts itself with peers that show a less refined understanding of the differences
between social networks. Figure 5.5 shows an example from Dallas Area Rapid
Transportation (DART), an agency that often uses Instagram to convey information, with
underperforming results. While the photo is high quality and taken with style, it is paired
with a lengthy caption imparting information, versus the short and often humorous
captions employed by TriMet. The information is useful but better suited to Facebook or
Twitter and unsurprisingly, the post garnered very little engagement on Instagram, with
just 64 likes and no comments. This post is typical of DART’s Instagram strategy and
may be a factor in why a transit agency for a metro area that has nearly three times the
population of Portland has under 5000 followers and persistently low engagement. Rather
than using Instagram for marketing and brand building through aesthetically pleasing
content, the agency attempts to use it in the same way as Facebook and Twitter, nearly
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duplicating the posts it shares on those platforms. This stands in stark contrast to the
different strategies that TriMet employs across platforms, while still maintaining a
cohesive brand voice that is continuously built through the agency’s strong visual brand
on Instagram.

Engagement vs. Research
In the broad purposes outlined by Bregman and Watkins (2013), there are two
categories that meaningfully overlap, citizen engagement and research. Engagement is
defined as informal online conversations with the intent of building program and project
support among customers. Research is defined as soliciting direct feedback for projects or
gathering information by analysing social media content. While examining TriMet’s
social media content, it became clear that these two categories deserved discussion of
their multiple meanings and how they may be mutually exclusive.

Figure 5.5. DART Instagram 9-12-2019.
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Engagement poses problems for those working in communications, especially
those researching strategic communication, advertising, and public relations. Social
media is often at the heart of this confusion, with engagement used to describe actions
including likes, comments, clicks, views, and shares. Engagement is the umbrella term
given to the actions that a user may take on a piece of social media content. Depending
on its use, the precise definition could include actions from all social media platforms or
a specific social medium. This definition often describes numeric data, for example,
engagement numbers. It is at once more precise and more ambiguous than a broader
conception of engagement, and Malthouse and Calder (2011) argue that this definition
describes reflections of engagement, rather than the actual concept of engagement, which
refers to an audience’s interest and attention to a brand.
Taylor and Kent (2014) sought to reduce this ambiguity by defining engagement
as part of dialogue theory:
Engagement is part of dialogue and through engagement, organizations and
publics can make decisions that create social capital. Engagement is both an
orientation that influences interactions and the approach that guides the process of
interactions among groups (Taylor & Kent, 2014, p. 384).
Under this frame, engagement is bigger than social media interactions. It defines a
conversation between organizations and publics that is used for co-creating solutions to
community and organization needs (Taylor & Kent, 2014). This requires organizational
listening, an effort by organizations to consider and acknowledge public input before
making plans and composing messages (Macnamara, 2018). Here, the lines between
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Figure 5.6. Facebook 15-2-2019.

engagement and research posed by Bregman and Watkins (2013) become murky. Should
informal conversations be considered as serious public input, to the point where this input
is gathered and used as research? And what defines a conversation as informal? Is it the
nature of the communication, such as a post comment versus a formal survey?
TriMet’s social media use includes examples of the blurred lines between these
categories. Figure 5.6 shows a post coded as engagement, but that includes a significant
amount of feedback in the form of comments. As discussed in the coding section, this
type of post uses an informal route of social media comments to gather support and
feedback, rather than a formal route of a survey, poll, or open house (online or in-person).
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But with the amount of feedback received and the important subject matter, this post,
under just a slightly tweaked definition, could be classified as research, due to the
solicitation of direct feedback that will likely be used by TriMet in developing the
branding of its fleet. In contrast, Figure 5.7 shows a post coded as research that garnered
far fewer comments but solicited feedback through the formal path of an online survey.
If transportation agencies use social media in this manner, there is a need to
define engagement, feedback, and research, and to ensure that organizations have clear
procedures for gathering and using public input. The issue affects more than mass transit
agencies, but in the context of public transportation, engagement is especially relevant
considering that public transit is funded either wholly or in part by public monies, which
in most cases, means that all individuals paying taxes (sales, income, property, etc.) have
a part in paying for public transportation.
With so many individuals contributing to the system’s funding, typically without
choice, gathering and using public input is of the utmost importance. While TriMet
makes an effort to casually engage citizens and collect feedback through formal methods,
it must be clear how the agency does so and that it is seeking input from an audience that
is representative of the population, rather than just those who speak loudest on social
media.
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Figure 5.7. Facebook 2-7-2019.
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Heritage and History: Branding the Past, Present, and Future
Though 2019 contained numerous events on TriMet’s social media, no event was
as present as TriMet’s 50th anniversary, which accompanied the agency’s regular roster of
historical content. By tapping into the past, TriMet used heritage and history to develop
an ethos extending into the present and future. This section takes a closer look at
TriMet’s use of history as marketing and the potential effects it has on the brand and
Portland community.
Early in analysis, it became clear that history was important to TriMet. The
agency was particularly fond of Throwback Thursday, a well-known social media
movement that shares a photo from the past on Thursdays, with the hashtag
#ThrowbackThursday or the abbreviated version, #tbt. While the aesthetic qualities of
history seemed like a fit for Instagram, history was almost never featured on Instagram.
Instead, TriMet shared historical content on Twitter and Facebook. On Twitter, historical
content, including tweets shared for Throwback Thursday, correlated with upticks in both
likes and replies. On Facebook, neither historical content nor Throwback Thursday
content had any significant correlations. However, content relating to TriMet’s 50th
anniversary correlated strongly with likes and shares.
By tapping into its heritage, TriMet found ways to capture customer interest on
social media, with further reach increased by organic sharing on Facebook. Often, these
posts were employed for marketing but also included a question to encourage citizens to
engage through comments or replies, a tactic which worked on Twitter. Figure 5.8
provides an example of this type of post.
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Figure 5.8. Twitter 3-1-2019.

Another way that TriMet tapped into history was through the creation of alternate metro
maps, specially created maps of Portland’s rail transit featuring the same styles employed
by other transit systems. Figure 5.9 shows an example of this, in which TriMet replicated
the iconic Washington, D.C. transit map, stylized in 1976. This approach spurred
tremendous engagement, with well above-average likes, replies, and retweets.
This type of content taps into the heritage of another transit agency to build TriMet’s
style and personality.
In 2019, TriMet had the opportunity to weave its 50th anniversary into its content
strategy. This approach began with occasional posts about the upcoming anniversary. As
the year progressed and the date of the anniversary approached, TriMet began sharing the
ways that it was planning to celebrate, including community events and the repainting of
a TriMet bus to the agency’s original colour scheme. The anniversary content culminated
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Figure 5.9. Twitter 15-1-2019.

in December, when TriMet took a week to share photos from its archives, along with
captions telling TriMet’s story. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 provide examples of these posts,
which gathered great numbers of likes, comments, and shares.
With historical content, TriMet brings customers into the persona of the brand and
gives them a sense of the work that has gone into building Portland’s transit system. This
approach also reflects Portland as a community and gives residents an idea of TriMet’s
place in the city and how it has become an integral part of the local fabric. In some ways,
this approach goes beyond marketing and reflects the informal support building that
Bregman and Watkins (2013) place under citizen engagement. By telling a story of
heritage and antiquity, TriMet gives Portlanders pride in their transit system and secures
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TriMet as a vital part of Portland in the minds of community members, a boon for TriMet
when it seeks community funding for expansions and improvements.

Keeping the Public Posted
For all the talk of building brands, it is important that the role of information
sharing on social media is not lost. An essential function in strategic communication and
public relations is keeping customers aware of news, updates, and disruptions to
expectations. Social media represents an efficient and far-reaching channel for public
information. As discussed, TriMet used two platforms for disseminating information,
Facebook and Twitter. While the ways that TriMet used these platforms have been
touched on, it is worthwhile to pull lessons that can be learned by other public transit
agencies.
A pertinent point is defining the differences between news, general information,
and critical updates. News entails announcements by the transit agency, often regarding
service improvements, expansions, awards, and major projects. This content should be
focused on making the public aware of organizational information that has not previously
been shared. These announcements can be made directly on platforms through posts,
videos, or integrated long-form posts, like Facebook Notes. However, many
organizations can add news posts to their website and then share these links to social
media with an accompanying post. This accomplishes two goals of disseminating the
information and increasing traffic to the agency’s website.
The second category is general information, which entails relevant topics and
information that are not news. Listicles, rule reminders, and service information (i.e. what
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routes exist) fall into this category. This information can be shared through posts or
videos, but often makes for excellent blog content. Sharing this information on a blog
gives the company a long-form medium to communicate through, and links can be shared
with short summary captions that entice users to the blog post for greater detail.
Critical updates contain information that needs to be shared immediately.
Examples of critical updates include route delays, crashes or accidents, weather-related
disruptions, and detours. This is information that the public needs to know as quickly as
possible. Because of this, critical updates should generally be shared as social media
posts. Blog and website posts delay the information too much in these situations.
Using the literature and lessons gleaned from this analysis of TriMet’s social
media use, some recommendations for transit agencies can be made. Facebook and
Twitter are both good platforms for sharing news and general info, but Twitter is ideal for
critical updates. Thanks to Twitter’s chronological feed option and an algorithm that
prioritizes important information, Twitter is without a doubt the best way to share vital
information. Playing off that, public transit agencies should consider breaking their
Twitter account into multiple accounts. This makeup can take several forms, but transit
agencies should have at least a main account and a separate alerts or disruptions account
that acts similarly to an RSS feed. This is not to say that alerts can never be shared
through the agency’s primary account, and critical updates should be, but that the
agency’s main account should not “spam” users with unnecessary alerts.
Additionally, transit agencies should have social media strategies in place for
sharing information that could potentially be controversial. These plans must outline the
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ways in which the information will be shared and if it will be shared more than once.
Perhaps most important, this plan needs to define the role that the transit agency will take
after sharing the information. Will the agency respond to comments? Will there be pre-set
responses or will each comment be evaluated individually? Will the agency remove any
comments? A powerful example from TriMet is seen in Figure 5.12, when the agency
shared that it would be employing additional fare inspectors to enforce ticketing. The post
sparked feedback well beyond the ordinary, much of it negative. With such a prominent
outlier, a closer look was taken at the post(s) and in this case, TriMet chose not to engage
with comments at all, a stark contrast to the agency’s typical casual interactions.

Figure 5.12. Facebook 22-10-2019.
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TriMet’s Place in a Multimodal Community
A flaw among public transportation systems is that they are often planned and
promoted as standalone. That is, transportation systems fail to position themselves as one
important part of a multimodal transportation network. In cities that seek sustainability in
transportation, multimodality is key. Public transit is less flexible than personal transit, so
trips must begin and/or end with walking, cycling, or driving. Planning for and promoting
multimodality is essential for a mass transit network that can entice customers to use it.
TriMet skilfully promotes multimodality through social media. Most notably,
TriMet coordinates closely with the Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) to
promote public transportation and cycling. Numerous posts (n=63) highlighted bicycles
or Portland’s extensive bike infrastructure in visual content or referenced bicycles or bike
travel in the text of a post. Figure 5.13 provides one example of this.

Figure 5.13. Twitter 27-6-2019.
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But also notable was the way in which TriMet actively pulled input from the
community regarding pedestrian and bike infrastructure. Figure 5.14 shows one instance
of TriMet explicitly asking the community for input on improving walking and cycling
infrastructure around its transit stops. This type of content reflects TriMet’s
understanding that it does not operate in a vacuum. It has also allowed TriMet to receive
additional promotion through the PBOT and BIKETOWN PDX social media accounts,
which return the favour and share content regarding TriMet. This type of cross-promotion
and collaboration is an example for other transit agencies, who can use social media to
gain additional promotion from other local organizations while simultaneously making it
easier for customers to understand how to access transit through various modes.

Figure 5.14. Facebook 5-11-2019.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Research Summary
Sustainability was the spark that began this study. Asking critical questions about
the role of changing behaviours to improve sustainability naturally led the scope of study
to advertising and public relations, which operate with the intent of spurring action.
Narrowing the focus led this study to the roles of social media platforms and how they
can be used in sustainable promotion. Finally, public transportation was chosen as the
subject, with TriMet in Portland serving as the case study.
Reviewing the literature showed that limited research had examined the ways in
which social media can be used by public transportation agencies. Much of the existing
research was several years old and while helpful, did not encompass recent social media
trends, new features, and new platforms, including Instagram. A methodology was
developed to apply concepts from both transportation and communications research to a
case study of Portland’s public transportation agency, TriMet, who is considered an
industry leader and makes ample use of social media. The scope of the study included
posts from Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter in 2019, with a codebook developed to note
broad purposes, content types, transportation types, and notable themes. Quantitative
analysis was performed to note frequencies, cooccurrences of codes, and correlations
between coded items and engagement numbers. Qualitative analysis was conducted to
investigate outliers and look more closely at significant trends and themes that emerged.
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From the results, a discussion occurred of major trends in the findings including
the roles of different platforms, the importance of brand aesthetic, community
engagement on social media, information sharing, mass transit’s place in a community’s
transportation network, and the ways that history and heritage can be used to develop a
brand in marketing materials. Recommendations were made for how transit agencies can
better use social media based on the findings from this case study. Figure 6.1 (see
appendix) summarizes the key findings of this case study in an infographic that may be
used by industry professionals or academic researchers.

Limitations
This research is inherently limited in being a case study. Recommendations are
made for other public transportation agencies and are based on the literature and analysis
of TriMet’s social media. While the author believes each recommendation holds merit for
other transportation agencies, all suggestions should be taken in consideration of each
agency’s specific circumstances.
The scope of this study was 2019, which contained several significant events in
TriMet’s social media sphere. However, a longer period of time for study may have
presented different findings and trends. Additionally, only content from Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter was analysed. TriMet is most active on these platforms, but also
uses other social media including YouTube, LinkedIn, and Flickr, which could shift the
findings. A larger scope of study comparing similar transportation agencies also may
have shown different results and would have provided much more detail on strategies that
work versus strategies that don’t. Considering the time restrictions placed on this study
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though, only TriMet was analysed as a case study rather than a larger comparison
analysis.
Finally, the content analysed is believed to be organic content, not sponsored.
However, TriMet did not respond to requests for information so this could not be
confirmed. It is known that TriMet does run social media ads and the author saw several
targeted ads from TriMet following data collection for this research. While organic
content blurs the lines between advertising and public relations, the findings of the
research are considered helpful for both fields for transportation agencies.

Future Research
A wealth of research opportunities awaits those who investigate promotion and
public transportation, with more opportunities for sustainability. A handful of these
research directions are mentioned next, but the list is by no means exhaustive.
Communications Curricula for Transportation Planners
Communications curricula for planning students are undervalued and lacking. In
many programs, lessons on communicating with publics are rolled into a single course
with other society-related topics. Some planning programs do offer a communications
course, though it usually places little emphasis on public relations, promotion, and
strategic communication to encourage transit use. Communications scholars have an
opportunity to help planning and policy programs develop an emphasis on strategic
communication for students who may interact with the public frequently in their careers.
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Effectiveness of Promotion Types in Encouraging Transit Use
While previous work has noted the effectiveness of promotion in reducing car use
and encouraging transit use, this work has been done in the general. There is little to no
research that has tested and compared the effectiveness of various promotion types in
encouraging transit use. For example, are highway billboards more effective than social
media? There has also been little work done to test and compare various strategies and
appeals, even though this type of research is commonplace in advertising and public
relations literature. These studies can provide vital details on the best ways to encourage
specific behaviours, but have not been undertaken. It is a needed area and ideal for
researchers examining communications and sustainability.
Furthering Community Engagement in Transit Planning
Public input has always been an essential component of planning. In planning
public transportation, feedback from communities is the most important piece of the
puzzle. In the field of community engagement, there is a healthy and active body of
research offering great strategies and approaches for dialoguing with communities. This
research can be easily applied to transit planning and used to develop clear strategies that
agencies can use to engage communities. This research, while it can be academic in
nature, is best undertaken with an industry approach in mind so that transportation
agencies can easily incorporate the strategies into their community engagement plans.
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Concluding Thoughts
Case studies are not always valued in research. They can be viewed as too narrow
or as not contributing to the field of research. Those concerns can be valid. But case
studies can be powerful tools in interdisciplinary and industry-oriented research where
the goal is to identify challenges, opportunities, and highlights from a subject that can
provide lessons for subjects like the one being studied. Case studies can also provide a
steppingstone into a research field that has not been extensively studied. Without a wide
array of literature, case studies offer a chance to observe the phenomena occurring in a
subject, guiding future research directions.
This case study stemmed from a curiosity about the role that promotion plays in
public transportation use. A search of the literature revealed that the field was
understudied and that most of the literature came from those in the fields of policy and
planning, rather than communications. This led the author to begin pursuing
interdisciplinary research at the cross-section of urban planning, public transportation,
sustainability, and public relations. This niche is filled with research opportunities and
deserves attention as cities and societies pursue formidable sustainability goals that can
be accomplished only through cultural shifts in behaviour, such as swapping personal
auto travel for more sustainable means, including public transportation. With this case
study, several points of importance have been pulled to offer suggestions for
transportation agencies using social media for promotion and information sharing.
Recommendations for future research directions have been made and it is hoped that
other communications scholars will recognize the importance of interdisciplinary
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research and how communications knowledge can be applied in other areas to spur
positive societal change. The field is bright, fresh, and awaiting exploration. All that is
needed is action.
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Table 3.1. Codebook.

Broad
Purpose
Timely
Updates
Public
Information
Citizen
Engagement
Marketing
Research
Customer
Service
Entertainment

Platform
Facebook

Type of
Content
Blog

Transportation
Type
Aerial Tram

Twitter

Facebook

Bicycle

50th
Anniversary
Aesthetic

Instagram

FB Event

Bus

Car-free

FB Note
FB Share
FB List

E-scooter
Ferry
High-speed Rail

GIF
Instagram
Outside
Website
Photo

MAX Light Rail
PDX Airport
Streetcar

Construction
Diversity
Employment
Opportunities
Event
Fares
Feedback

WES

Poll
Retweet
Survey/Online
Open House
Transit Map
TriMet
Website
Twitter
Video

Themes

General
Information
Giveaway
History
Humour
Kids
New Buses
News
Other Transit
Agencies
Question
MAX
Renovations
Rider Stories
Rules
Safety
Service
Changes
Service
Disruptions
Sustainability
TriMet
Employees
Throwback
Thursday
Weather

Text Only
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Table 3.2. Definitions of broad purpose codes.

Broad Purpose
Timely Updates

Public Information

Citizen Engagement

Marketing
Research

Customer Service

Entertainment

Definition
Social media enables agencies to share
real-time information and advisories
including highway traffic conditions,
construction-related detours, and transit
service information. Some agencies also
use social media to distribute emergency
and/or weather-related communications
covering parking restrictions, evacuation
routes, and storm-related service delays.
Many transportation organizations use
social media to provide the public and the
press with information about highway
programs, transit routes and schedules,
fares and tolls, and capital construction
projects.
The interactive nature of social media
allows transportation organizations to
build support for programs and projects by
connecting with citizens through informal
online conversations.
Government agencies use social media to
create brands and personalities for their
organizations.
Transportation organizations use social
media to learn about their customers by
soliciting direct feedback or by analysing
the content of online posts.
Some transportation agencies encourage
customers to use Twitter or other social
media channels to ask questions or report
problems such as broken air conditioning
on train cars.
Social media can be fun. Agencies can use
social media to display personal touches
and entertain their constituents with
photographs, videos, and contests.
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Table 4.1. Facebook broad purpose frequencies.

Broad
Purpose
Timely Update
Public
Information
Citizen
Engagement
Marketing
Research
Customer
Service
Entertainment

Frequency
13
78
13
88
9
0
28

Table 4.2. Facebook content type frequencies.

Type of
Content
Blog
Facebook
FB Event
FB Note
FB Share
FB List
GIF
Instagram
Outside
Website
Photo
Poll
Retweet
Survey/Online
Open House
Transit Map
TriMet Website
Twitter
Video
Text Only

Frequency
31
0
6
1
0
1
3
2
24
87
1
0
9
4
43
2
33
6
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Table 4.3. Facebook transportation type frequencies.

Transportation
Type
Aerial Tram
Bicycle
Bus
E-scooter
Ferry
High-speed Rail
MAX Light Rail
PDX Airport
Streetcar
WES

Frequency
1
13
118
3
0
0
78
3
13
14
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Table 4.4. Facebook themes frequencies.

Themes
50th
Anniversary
Aesthetic
Car-free
Construction
Diversity
Employment
Opportunities
Event
Fares
Feedback
General
Information
Giveaway
History
Humour
Kids
New Buses
News
Other Transit
Agencies
Question
MAX
Renovations
Rider Stories
Rules
Safety
Service
Changes
Service
Disruptions
Sustainability
TriMet
Employees
Throwback
Thursday
Weather

Frequency
23
81
17
18
14
1
28
24
23
49
12
53
28
4
9
28
14
40
4
6
10
16
19
16
8
9
34
14
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Table 4.5. Instagram broad purpose frequencies.

Broad
Purpose
Timely Update
Public
Information
Citizen
Engagement
Marketing
Research
Customer
Service
Entertainment

Frequency
0
0
15
159
1
0
7

Table 4.6. Instagram content type frequencies.

Type of
Content
Blog
Facebook
FB Event
FB Note
FB Share
FB List
GIF
Instagram
Outside
Website
Photo
Poll
Retweet
Survey/Online
Open House
Transit Map
TriMet Website
Twitter
Video
Text Only

Frequency
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
182
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table 4.7. Instagram transportation type frequencies.

Transportation
Type
Aerial Tram
Bicycle
Bus
E-scooter
Ferry
High-speed Rail
MAX Light Rail
PDX Airport
Streetcar
WES

Frequency
1
12
101
0
1
0
62
0
11
0
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Table 4.8. Instagram themes frequencies.

Themes
50th
Anniversary
Aesthetic
Car-free
Construction
Diversity
Employment
Opportunities
Event
Fares
Feedback
General
Information
Giveaway
History
Humour
Kids
New Buses
News
Other Transit
Agencies
Question
MAX
Renovations
Rider Stories
Rules
Safety
Service
Changes
Service
Disruptions
Sustainability
TriMet
Employees
Throwback
Thursday
Weather

Frequency
4
182
5
0
3
0
7
0
1
8
0
5
33
0
8
1
2
22
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
36
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Table 4.9. Twitter broad purpose frequencies.

Broad
Purpose
Timely Update
Public
Information
Citizen
Engagement
Marketing
Research
Customer
Service
Entertainment

Frequency
38
105
33
123
11
0
20

Table 4.10. Twitter content type frequencies.

Type of
Content
Blog
Facebook
FB Event
FB Note
FB Share
FB List
GIF
Instagram
Outside
Website
Photo
Poll
Retweet
Survey/Online
Open House
Transit Map
TriMet Website
Twitter
Video
Text Only

Frequency
31
1
1
0
0
0
3
4
68
134
2
82
11
4
46
5
35
43
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Table 4.11. Twitter transportation type frequencies.

Transportation
Type
Aerial Tram
Bicycle
Bus
E-scooter
Ferry
High-speed Rail
MAX Light Rail
PDX Airport
Streetcar
WES

Frequency
3
38
156
5
0
1
114
3
15
20
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Table 4.12. Twitter themes frequencies.

Themes
50th
Anniversary
Aesthetic
Car-free
Construction
Diversity
Employment
Opportunities
Event
Fares
Feedback
General
Information
Giveaway
History
Humour
Kids
New Buses
News
Other Transit
Agencies
Question
MAX
Renovations
Rider Stories
Rules
Safety
Service
Changes
Service
Disruptions
Sustainability
TriMet
Employees
Throwback
Thursday
Weather

Frequency
38
95
33
39
15
1
33
40
20
40
15
71
47
6
13
51
39
49
5
6
19
19
17
42
14
8
31
13
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Figure 5.10. Facebook 4-12-2019.
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Figure 5.11. Twitter 2-12-2019.
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Figure 6.1. Research summary infographic.
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